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Abstract
We introduce a simple two-player test which certifies that the players apply tensor products
of Pauli σX and σZ observables on the tensor product of n EPR pairs. The test has constant
robustness: any strategy achieving success probability within an additive ǫ of the optimal must
be poly(ǫ)-close, in the appropriate distance measure, to the honest n-qubit strategy. The test
involves 2n-bit questions and 2-bit answers. The key technical ingredient is a quantum version
of the classical linearity test of Blum, Luby, and Rubinfeld.
As applications of our result we give (i) the first robust self-test for n EPR pairs; (ii) a
quantum multiprover interactive proof system for the local Hamiltonian problem with a con-
stant number of provers and classical questions and answers, and a constant completeness-
soundness gap independent of system size; (iii) a robust protocol for delegated quantum com-
putation.
1 Introduction
Quantum non-local games lie at the intersection of several areas of quantum information. They
provide a natural approach to device-independent certification or self-testing of unknown quantum
states. Device-independent certification has applications to quantum cryptography, from quan-
tum key distribution [VV14, MS14] to delegated computation [RUV13, FH15]. The key idea be-
hind these applications is that certain nonlocal games, such as the CHSH game [CHSH69], provide
natural statistical tests that can be used to certify that an arbitrary quantum device implements a
certain “strategy” specified by local measurements on an entangled state (e.g. an EPR pair).
A common weakness of all existing self-testing results is that their performance scales poorly
with the number of qubits of the state that is being tested. Given a self-test, define (somewhat
informally) its robustness as the largest ǫ = ǫ(δ) such that a success probability at least ω∗opt − ǫ in
the test certifies the target state up to error (in trace distance and up to local isometries) at most δ,
where ω∗opt is the success probability achieved by an ideal strategy. All previously known tests for
n-qubit states required ǫ≪ poly(δ, 1/n).
Our main result is a form of robust self-test for any state that can be characterized via expec-
tation values of tensor products of standard Pauli σX or σZ observables. (This includes a tensor
product of n EPR pairs; see below.)
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Theorem 1 (simplified1). Let P be a set of n-qubit observables, each of which is a tensor product of single-
qubit Pauli σX , σZ or ±I , and λmax = ‖EP∼P [P ]‖. For any η ≥ 0 there exists a p = p(η) = Θ(ηc),
where 0 < c < 1 is a universal constant, and a 7-player nonlocal game with O(n)-bit questions and
O(1)-bit answers such that
ω∗opt =
1
2
+ p λmax ± η.
We view the theorem as a robust self-test in the following sense. Suppose a many-qubit state
|ψ〉 can be characterized as the leading eigenvector of an operator O = EP∼P [P ] obtained as the
average of n-qubit Pauli operators, with associated eigenvalue λmax ∈ [−1, 1]. For example, if P is
the uniform distribution over {σX ⊗ σX , σZ ⊗ σZ}⊗n then λmax = 1 and the leading eigenvector
is the tensor product of n EPR pairs. More generally, if H is a local Hamiltonian with m local XZ
terms we can take P to be I with probability 1/2 and the negation of a random term of H with
probability 1/2. Then λmax =
1
2 − 12mλmin(H) and the leading eigenvector is a ground state of H .
Theorem 1 provides a nonlocal game such that the optimal success probability in the game
is directly related to λmax, thereby providing a test distinguishing between small and large λmax.
In fact the complete statement of the theorem (see Theorem 23 in Section 5) says much more. In
particular, we provide a complete characterization (up to local isometries) of strategies achieving
a success probability at least ω∗opt − ǫ, for ǫ sufficiently small but independent of n, showing that
such strategies must be based on a particular encoding (based on a simple, fixed error-correcting
code) of an eigenvector associated to λmax.
1.1 Applications
Before giving an overview of the proof of the theorem we discuss some consequences of the theo-
rem that help underscore its generality.
Hamiltonian complexity. A first consequence of Theorem 1 is that the ground state energy of a
local Hamiltonian can be certified via a non-local game with questions of polynomial length and
constant-length answers.
Corollary 2. Let H be an n-qubit Hamiltonian that can be expressed as a weighted sum, with real coef-
ficients, of tensor products of σX and σZ operators on a subset of the qubits, and normalize H such that
‖H‖ ≤ 1. Suppose it is given that λmin(H) ≤ a or λmin(H) ≥ b for some 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1. There exists
a one-round interactive proof protocol between a classical polynomial-time verifier and 7 entangled provers
where the verifier’s (classical) questions areO(n/(b−a)) bits long, the provers’ (classical) answers areO(1)
bits each, and the maximum probability that the verifier accepts is
λmin ≤ a =⇒ ω∗opt ≥ pc :=
1
2
+ 2 η0, λmin ≥ b =⇒ ω∗opt ≤ ps :=
1
2
+ η0,
where η0 > 0 is a small (universal) constant.
Since the class of Hamiltonians considered in Corollary 2 is QMA-complete [CM14], the corol-
lary can be viewed as a quantum analogue of the (games variant of the) exponentially long PCP
based on the linearity test of Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld [BLR93]. Indeed, observe that the game
1The complete statement of the theorem says muchmore, and provides a characterization of near-optimal strategies.
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constructed in the corollary has an efficient verifier, polynomial-length questions, and a constant
completeness-soundness gap η0 as soon as the original promise on the ground state energy for
the Hamiltonian exhibits an inverse-polynomial completeness-soundness gap. The derivation of
Corollary 2 from Theorem 1 involves a step of gap amplification via tensoring, and relies on the
fact that Theorem 1 allows anyXZ-Hamiltonian with no requirement on locality.
A similar result to Corollary 2 was obtained by Ji [Ji16a], and we build on Ji’s techniques. The
results are incomparable: on the one hand, the question size in our protocol is much larger (poly(n)
bits instead of O(log n) for [Ji16a]); on the other hand, the dependence of the verifier’s acceptance
probability on the ground state energy is much better, as in [Ji16a] the completeness-soundness
gap remains inverse polynomial.
An exponential quantum PCP. The expert reader may already have noted that the complexity-
theoretic formulation of Corollary 2 described above already follows from known results in quan-
tum complexity. Indeed, recall that the class QMA is in PSPACE, and that single-round multi-
prover interactive proof systems for PSPACE (and even NEXP) follow from the results in [IV12,
Vid13]. Another possible proof approach for the same result could be obtained by repeating the
protocol in [Ji16a] a polynomial number of times; provided there existed an appropriate parallel
repetition theorem this would amplify the soundness to a constant (although the answer length
would now be polynomial). In fact, based on a recent result by Ji [Ji16b] it seems likely that both
approaches, based either on our results or parallel repetition of [Ji16b], could lead to an exponen-
tial “quantum-games” PCP for all languages in NEXP (instead of just QMA). Even though in
purely complexity-theoretic terms the result would still not be new, we believe that the techniques
from Hamiltonian complexity developed to obtain it show good promise for further extensions.
Indeed our protocol has some advantages over the generic sequence of known reductions. One
is efficiency: in our protocol the provers merely need access to a ground state of the given local
Hamiltonian and the ability to perform constant-depth quantum circuits. It is this property that
enables our application to delegated quantum computing (see below for more on this). Answers
in our protocol are a constant number of bits; the reductions mentioned above would require
soundness amplification via parallel repetition, which would lead to answers of (at least) linear
length.
Even though they may not provide the most immediately compelling application of Theo-
rem 1, the complexity-theoretic consequences of Corollary 2 tie our results to one of their primary
motivations, the quantum PCP conjecture. Broadly speaking, the quantum PCP research program
is concerned with finding a robust analog of the Cook-Levin theorem for the class QMA. The
“games variant” of this conjecture states that estimating the optimal winning probability of entan-
gled players in a multiplayer nonlocal game, up to an additive constant, is QMA-hard. In other
words, that there exists an MIP∗ protocol for QMA with O(log(n))-bit messages and constant
completeness-soundness gap. The best progress to date in this direction is the work of Ji [Ji16a],
which gives a five-prover one-round MIP∗ protocol with O(log(n))-bit messages for the local
Hamiltonian problem such that the verifier’s maximum acceptance probability is a−bλmin(H)n−c
for positive constants a, b, c. This falls short of the games PCP conjecture in that the completeness-
soundness gap is inverse polynomial in n, rather than constant.2
Our results suggest an approach to the problem from a different angle: we provide a “gap
2Here again we point the interested reader to the recent [Ji16b], which obtains a protocol with similar parameters,
involving 8 provers, for all languages in NEXP.
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preserving” protocol, in the sense that the completeness-soundness gap is a polynomial function
of the underlying promise gap of the Hamiltonian, but independent of the system size n. However,
this occurs at the cost of much longer messages — polynomial instead of logarithmic.
Dimension witnesses. Consider the operator O = (12 (σ
X ⊗ σX + σZ ⊗ σZ))⊗n. This operator
has largest eigenvalue 1with associated eigenvector |EPR〉⊗n, where |EPR〉 = 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√
2
|11〉. In
this case the proof of Theorem 1 allows us to obtain the following robust self-test for |EPR〉⊗n:
Corollary 3. For any integer n there is a two-player game with O(n)-bit questions and O(1)-bit answers
such that (i) there is a strategy with optimal winning probability ω∗ that uses |EPR〉⊗n as entangled state;
(ii) for any ǫ > 0, any strategy with success probability at least ω∗ − ǫ must be based on an entangled state
which is (up to local isometries) within distance δ = poly(ǫ) of |EPR〉⊗n.
The game whose properties are summarized in Corollary 3 is based on the CHSH game. By
using the Magic Square game instead, it is possible to devise a test with perfect completeness,
ω∗ = 1, which can be achieved using an honest strategy based on the use of (n + 1) EPR pairs.
To the best of our knowledge, all prior self-tests for any family of states had a robustness
guarantee going to 0 inverse polynomially fast with the number of qubits tested (see Section 1.3
below for a more thorough comparison with related works).
Delegated computation. It was noticed in [FH15] that an interactive proof system for the local
Hamiltonian problem can also be used for delegated quantum computation with so-called post-
hoc verification. The key idea is to use the Feynman-Kitaev construction to produce a Hamilto-
nian encoding the desired computation; measuring the ground energy of this Hamiltonian reveals
whether the computation accepts or rejects. Following the same connection, we are able to give
a post-hoc verifiable delegated computation scheme with a purely classical verifier and a con-
stant number of provers. The provers only need the power of BQP. The scheme has a constant
completeness-soundness gap independent of the size of the circuit to be computed, unlike the
scheme of [FH15] and the classical scheme of [RUV13], which both have inverse-polynomial gaps.
However, unlike the scheme of [RUV13], our protocol is not blind: the verifier must reveal the
entire circuit to be computed to all the provers before the verification process starts. We refer to
Section 6 for more details on this application.
1.2 Proof overview
The proof of Theorem 1 builds on ideas from complexity theory and quantum information. We
draw inspiration from classical ideas in the closely related areas of probabilistically checakble
proofs, locally testable codes, and property testing. The link between these areas and quantum
self-testing is the idea of verifying a global property of an unknown object using only limited mea-
surements. The two most important components of the proof are a “locally verifiable” encoding
of arbitrary n-qubit quantum states [FV15], and a quantum analogue of the linearity test of Blum
et al. [BLR93]. Since the second component is the more novel we explain it first.
Linearity testing of quantum observables. The simplest instantiation of the classical PCP the-
orem relies on the Hadamard code to robustly encode an n-bit string (e.g. an assignment to an
instance of 3-SAT). Under this code, a string u ∈ {0, 1}n is encoded as the 2n-bit long truth table
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of the function fu : {0, 1}n → {−1, 1} given by fu(x) = (−1)u·x, where · is the bitwise inner prod-
uct. The function fu(x) is said to be linear, since fu(x + y) = fu(x)fu(y). The key property of the
Hadamard code which makes it useful in this context is that it is locally testable. A local test is
given by the BLR linearity test: given query access to a function f : {0, 1}n → {−1, 1}, by checking
that f(x+ y) = f(x)f(y) at randomly chosen x, y the test certifies that any f that is accepted with
probability at least 1− ǫ has the form f ≈ǫ fu for some u ∈ {0, 1}n, where fu : a 7→ (−1)u·a and ≈ǫ
designates equality on an (1−O(ǫ)) fraction of inputs.
Here is a “quantum” reformulation of this test as a nonlocal game: instead of querying an
oracle for f at three points, play a three-player nonlocal game where each player is asked for the
value at a point. This test is sound even if the players share an entangled quantum state [IV12],
but success in the test does not certify quantum behavior: the players could win with certainty
just by sharing a description of a classical linear function fu; indeed, the main point of the analysis
in [IV12] is precisely to ensure that provers sharing entanglement have no more freedom than to
use it as shared randomness in selecting u.
In contrast, we seek an extension of the test which certifies a very specific type of quantum
behavior that could not be emulated by classical means alone: specifically, that the observable
Ox measured by a player upon receiving question x itself is (up to a change of basis, and in the
appropriate “state-dependent” norm) close to ⊗iσxiX . We give a test which achieves this. The
test performs a combination of a linearity test in the X-basis and a linearity test in the Z-basis;
an “anticommutation game” (which can be taken to be a version of the CHSH or Magic Square
games) is used to constrain how the results of the two linearity tests relate to each other.
Theorem 4 (Pauli braiding test, informal). There exists a two-player nonlocal game, based on the combi-
nation of (i) a linearity test in the X basis (questions x ∈ {0, 1}n); (ii) a linearity test in the Z basis (ques-
tions z ∈ {0, 1}n; (iii) an “anticommutation game” (based on e.g. the CHSH or Magic Square games) de-
signed to test for generalized anti-commutation relations (questions (x, z) ∈ {0, 1}2n), such that any strat-
egy that has success probability ω∗opt − ǫ for some ǫ > 0 must be based on observables A(x), A(z), A(x, z)
and an entangled state |ψ〉AB such that up to local isometries
A(x) ≈δ ⊗iσxiX , A(z) ≈δ ⊗iσziZ , and |ψ〉AB ≈δ |EPR〉⊗nAB ,
where δ = poly(ǫ).
Neither the linearity test nor the anticommutation test alone would be sufficient to achieve
the conclusion: as noted above, the linearity test can be passed even by classical provers, and
our anticommutation test can be fooled if the provers share just one EPR pair. Rather, it is the
guarantees provided by these tests together that enable us to create a tensor-product structure in
the provers’ Hilbert space.
To gain intuition on the test one may think of it in the following way. A standard approach to
self-testing n EPR pairs is to fix a decomposition of the Hilbert space as
H = C2n ≈ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C2, (1)
and perform the CHSH (or Magic Square) test “in parallel”, on each copy of C2. To the best of
our knowledge such test only leads to robustness bounds with a polynomial dependence in n. In
contrast the test on which Theorem 4 is based relies on the observation that the decomposition (1)
need not be rigidly fixed a priori; indeed there are many bases in which such decomposition of
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2n in tensor factors can be performed. In particular, any pair of anti-commuting observables on
H suffices to specify a copy of C2, on which a CHSH test can in principle be performed (here we
crucially rely on rotation invariance of the 2n-dimensional maximally entangled state). Our test
leverages this observation by performing a CHSH test for each possible pair of Pauli operators
(σX(a), σZ(b)), where a, b ∈ {0, 1}n are such that a·b = 1. Each of these tests amounts to identifying
a copy of C2 and performing the CHSH test on it. Contrary to the parallel-repeated CHSH test
these copies are not independent, and this is what makes our test much more robust.
Encoding quantum states. The second component of the proof of Theorem 1 is a procedure, first
introduced in [FV15, Ji16a], for encoding an n-qubit quantum state in a constant number of n-
qubit shares such that certain properties of the encoded state (such as expectation values of local
Pauli observables) can be verified through a classical interaction with provers each holding one
of the shares. This is akin to how the “games” variant of the classical PCP theorem is derived
from the “proof-checking” variant: while in the classical setting a proof can be directly shared
across multiple provers, in the quantum setting we use a form of secret-sharing code that allows
for distributing quantum information.
This procedure is efficient in that the total number of tests that can be performed (equivalently,
the number of questions) is polynomial in n. However, the test in [FV15, Ji16a] is not robust, and
is only able to provide meaningful results for values of ǫ that scale inverse-polynomially with n.
By extending the Pauli braiding test, Theorem 4, to the stabilizer framework of [Ji16a] we obtain
a procedure which is meaningful for constant ǫ. The drawback is that the provers may now be
asked to measure all their qubits, and questions have length linear in n; however the total effort
required of the classical verifier (and of provers given access to the state) remains polynomial in
the size of the instance.
1.3 Related work
We build on a number of previous works in quantum information and complexity theory. Mo-
tivation for the problem we consider goes back to a question of Aharonov and Ben-Or (personal
communication, 2013), who asked how a quantum generalization of the exponential classical PCP
could look like if it was not derived through the “circuitous route” obtained as the compilation of
known but complex results from the theory of classical and quantum interactive proof systems (as
described earlier). In this respect we point to [AAV13, Section 5] for a very different approach to
the same question based on a “quantum take” on the arithmetization technique.
More directly, our work builds on the already-mentioned works [FV15, Ji16a] initiating the
study of entangled-prover interactive proof systems for the local Hamiltonian problem. The idea
of using a distributed encoding of the ground state in order to obtain a multiprover interactive
proof system for the ground state energy is introduced in [FV15]. In that work the protocol re-
quired the provers to return qubits; the possibility for making the protocol purely classical was
uncovered by Ji [Ji16a]. Our use of stabilizer codes, and the stabilizer test which forms part of
our protocol, originate in his work. In addition we borrow from ideas introduced in the study of
quantummultiprover interactive proofs with entangled provers [KM03, CHTW04], and especially
the three-prover linearity test of [IV12] and the use of oracularization from [IKM09] to make it into
a two-prover test.
Our results are related to work in quantum self-testing, in particular testing EPR pairs [MYS12]
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and more general entangled states [McK14]. A sequence of results has established that the pres-
ence of n EPR pairs between two provers can be certified via a protocol using queries and answers
of length polynomial in n, with inverse-polynomial completeness-soundness gap. This was first
achieved by [RUV13] for a test based on serial repetition of the CHSH game, and subsequently
by [McK15] for a single-round test based on CHSH, by [OV16] for an XOR game based on CHSH,
and by [CN16] and [Col16] independently for the parallel-repeated Magic Square game. Viewed
in the context of these results our work is the only one to provide a test whose robustness does not
depend on the number of EPR pairs being tested. The reason this can be achieved is the linearity
test(s) performed as part of the Pauli braiding test, which we see as a major innovation of our
work.
1.4 Open questions and future directions
In our opinion the most important direction for future work is to improve the efficiency of the
Pauli braiding test in terms of the number of questions required. Can the test be derandomized,
to questions of sub-linear, or even logarithmic, length? Such a result would establish the main
step left towards proving the games variant of the quantum PCP conjecture. Instead of directly
derandomizing the current test, can it be made more robust, perhaps using some of the ideas
based on low-degree polynomial encodings that are key to the classical PCP theorem?
Aside from this challenging problem, there are several open questions that we find interesting
and may be more approachable.
1. In the classical PCP setting, the Hadamard code and the BLR linearity test can be used for
alphabet reduction: converting a PCP or MIP protocol with large answer alphabet into one
with a binary alphabet. This is a key step in Dinur’s proof of the PCP theorem [Din07]. Can
the linearity test also be used for alphabet reduction of MIP∗ protocols? The difficulty is to
preserve completeness; if the optimal honest strategy uses a maximally entangled state then
the adaptation should be straightforward, but if not it may be more challenging — perhaps
ideas similar to our protocol for ground states of XZ Hamiltonians can be used.
2. An obvious application for many EPR pairs is quantum key distribution (QKD). A major
contribution of [RUV13] was to show that the sequential self-test for many EPR pairs ob-
tained in that paper could be leveraged into a scheme for quantum key distribution (QKD)
that is secure in the device-independent (DI) model of security. We believe it should be pos-
sible to use the Pauli braiding test to develop a DIQKD protocol in which the interaction
with the devices can be executed in parallel, but we leave this possibility for future work.
3. The energy test can be viewed as a “device independent property test” for any property of
a quantum state that can be suitably expressed as a Hamiltonian. Are there other device-
independent property tests that can be formulated in our framework? It would be interest-
ing to see which results from the survey of Montanaro and de Wolf on quantum property
testing [MdW13] can be generalized to the device-independent setting.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce some notation used throughout as well as
basic definitions of stabilizer codes and local Hamiltonians. In Section 3, we establish an important
technical component of our results, the linearity test and its quantum analysis. We expand this into
a two-prover self-test for the Pauli group on n-qubits in Section 4, which forms the basis for our
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main result. In Section 5 we extend this test to handle more than two provers and show how it
can be combined with an energy measurement test to devise a game for the local Hamiltonian
problem. In Section 6 we discuss the application of our protocol to delegated computation.
2 Preliminaries
We assume basic familiarity with quantum information but give all required definitions. We refer
to the standard textbook [NC01] for additional background material.
2.1 Quantum states and measurements
A n-qubit pure quantum state is represented by a unit vector |ψ〉 ∈ C2⊗ · · · ⊗C2 = (C2)⊗n ≈ C2n ,
where the ket notation |·〉 is used to signify a column vector. A bra 〈ψ| is used for the conjugate-
transpose 〈ψ| = |ψ〉†, which is a row vector. We use ‖|ψ〉‖2 = |〈ψ|ψ〉| to denote the Euclidean
norm, where 〈ψ|φ〉 is the skew-Hermitian inner product between vectors |φ〉 and |ψ〉. A n-qubit
mixed state is represented by a density matrix, a positive semi-definite matrix ρ ∈ C2n × C2n of
trace 1. The density matrix associated to |ψ〉 is the rank-1 projection |ψ〉〈ψ|. We useD(H) to denote
the set of all density matrices onH.
For a matrix X, ‖X‖ will refer to the operator norm, the largest singular value. When the
Hilbert space can be decomposed asH = HA⊗HB for someHA andHB, andX is an operator on
HA, we often write X as well for the operatorX ⊗ IHB on H. It will always be clear from context
which space an operator acts on. All Hilbert spaces considered in the paper are finite dimensional.
We use Pos(H) to denote the set of positive semidefinite operators on H. A n-qubit mea-
surement (also called POVM, for projective operator-valued measurement) with k outcomes is
specified by k positive matrices M = {M1, . . . ,Mk} ⊆ Pos(C2n) such that
∑
iMi = I. The mea-
surement is projective if each Mi is a projector, i.e. M
2
i = Mi. The probability of obtaining the
i-th outcome when measuring state ρ with M is Tr(Miρ). By Naimark’s dilation theorem, any
POVM can be simulated by a projective measurement acting on an enlarged state; that is, for ev-
ery POVMM = {Mi}i acting on state |ψ〉 ∈ H there exists a projective measurementM ′ = {Pi}i
and a state |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 ∈ H ⊗ Hancilla with the same outcome probabilities as M . Moreover, the
post-measurement state after performing M is the same as the reduced post-measurement state
obtained after performingM ′ and tracing out the ancilla subsystemHancilla.
An n-qubit observable is a Hermitian matrix O ∈ C2n × C2n that squares to identity. We
use Obs(H) to denote the set of observables acting on H. O ∈ Obs(H) is diagonalizable with
eigenvalues ±1, O = P+ − P−, and P = {P+, P−} is a projective measurement. For any state ρ,
Tr(Oρ) is the expectation of the ±1 outcome obtained when measuring ρwith P . If ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| we
abbreviate this quantity, Tr(Oρ) = Tr(P+ρ)− Tr(P−ρ) = 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 as 〈P 〉ψ.
A convenient orthogonal basis for the real vector space of n-qubit observables is given by the
set {I, σX , σY , σZ}⊗n, where {I, σX , σY , σZ} are the four single-qubit Pauli observables
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, σX =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σY =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σZ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2)
We call the eigenbasis of σX (resp. σZ) the X-basis (resp. Z-basis). We often consider operators
that are tensor products of just I and σX , or just I and σZ . We denote these by σX(a), σZ(b), where
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Stabilizers I I I σX σX σX σX
I σX σX I I σX σX
σX I σX I σX I σX
I I I σZ σZ σZ σZ
I σZ σZ I I σZ σZ
σZ I σZ I σZ I σZ
Logical X σX σX σX σX σX σX σX
Logical Z σZ σZ σZ σZ σZ σZ σZ
Table 1: Stabilizer table for the 7-qubit Steane code
the strings a, b ∈ {0, 1}n indicate which qubits to apply the σX or σZ operators to: a 0 in position i
indicates an I on qubit i, and a 1 indicates an σX or σZ . We denote by
|EPR〉 = 1√
2
|0〉|0〉 + 1√
2
|1〉|1〉
the unique state stabilized by both σX ⊗ σX and σZ ⊗ σZ .
2.2 Stabilizer codes
Stabilizer codes are the quantum analogue of linear codes. For an introduction to the theory of
stabilizer codes we refer to [Got97]. We will only use very elementary properties of such codes.
The codes we consider are Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes [CS96, Ste96]. For an r-qubit code
the codespace, the vector space of all valid codewords, is the subspace of (C2)⊗r that is the simulta-
neous+1 eigenspace of a set {S1, . . . , Sk} of r-qubit pairwise commuting Pauli observables called
the stabilizers of the code. The stabilizers form a group under multiplication. Unitary operations,
such as a PauliX or Z operators, on the logical qubit are implemented on the codespace by logical
operatorsXlogical and Zlogical. The smallest CSS code is Steane’s 7-qubit code [Ste96]. Table 1 lists
a set of stabilizers that generate the stabilizer group of the code.
Every CSS code satisfies certain properties which will be useful for us. Firstly, both the stabi-
lizer generators and the logical operators can be written as tensor products of only I , σX , and σZ
operators — there are no σY . This simplifies our protocol, allowing us to consider only two dis-
tinct basis settings. Secondly, every CSS code has the following symmetry: for every index i ∈ [r]
there exists stabilizers SX , SZ such that SX is a tensor product of only σX and I operators and has
an σX at position i, and SZ is equal to SX with all σX operators replaced by σZ operators.
These properties imply the following simple observation, which will be important for us. For
every Pauli operator P ∈ {I, σX , σZ} acting on the i-th qubit of the code there is a tensor product
P¯ of Paulis acting on the remaining (r − 1) qubits such that P ⊗ P¯ is a stabilizer operator on the
whole state, and moreover each term in the tensor product is either identity or P . Indeed, the
choice of P¯ is not unique. Henceforth, we use the notion P¯ to denote any such operator, unless
otherwise specified.
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2.3 Local Hamiltonians
A n-qubit local Hamiltonian is a Hermitian, positive semidefinite operator H on (C2)⊗n that can
be decomposed as a sum H =
∑m
i=1Hi with each Hi is local, i.e. Hi can be written as Hi =
I ⊗ · · · I ⊗ hi⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I , where hi is a Hermitian operator on (C2)⊗k with norm (largest singular
value) at most 1. The smallest k for which H admits such a decomposition is called the locality of
H . The terms are normalized such that ‖Hi‖ ≤ 1 for all i. A family of Hamiltonians {Hi} acting
on increasing numbers of qubits is called local if allHi are k-local for some k independent of n (for
us k will always be 2).
The local Hamiltonian problem is the prototypical QMA-complete problem, as 3SAT is for NP.
Definition 5. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. The k-local Hamiltonian problem is to decide, given a family of
k-local Hamiltonians {Hn}n∈N such that Hn acts on n qubits, and functions a, b : N → (0, 1) such that
b− a = Ω(poly−1(n)), if the smallest eigenvalue of Hn is less than a(n) or greater than b(n).
Here we restrict our attention to Hamiltonians
H =
1
m
m∑
i=1
Hi,
for which each term Hi can be written as a linear combination of tensor products of Pauli I , σX
and σZ observables only. Such Hamiltonians are known to be QMA complete for some constant k
(see Lemma 22 of [Ji16a] for a proof).
2.4 State-dependent distance measure and approximations
We make extensive use of a state-dependent distance between measurements that has been fre-
quently used in the context of entangled-prover interactive proof systems (see e.g. [IV12, Ji16a]).
For ρ a positive semidefinite matrix and X any linear operator define
Trρ(X) = Tr(ρX).
For any two operators S, T , define the state-dependent distance between S an T on a ρ as
dρ(S, T ) :=
√
Trρ
(
(S − T )†(S − T )ρ).
Based on the state-dependent distance we define a distance between POVMs, given by summing
the state-dependent distance between the square roots of the POVM elements. Let {Ma} and {Na}
be two POVMs with the same number of outcomes, indexed by a, and let |ψ〉 be a quantum state.
Then the state-dependent distance between the POVMsM andN on ρ is denoted as dρ(
√
M,
√
N)
and defined as
dρ(
√
M,
√
N) =
(∑
a
dρ
(√
Ma,
√
Na
)2)1/2
.
While this notation is ambiguous (since the sum over outcomes is not explicitly indicated), context
will always make it clear which notion of dρ is intended. We will also drop the square roots in the
case of POVMs that are projective measurements.
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To simplify the notation, let Aa =
√
Ma and Ba =
√
Na. Then this distance can be rewritten
as:
dρ(
√
M,
√
N)2 =
∑
a
Trρ
(
(Aa −Ba)2ρ)
= 2−
∑
a
ReTrρ
(
AaBa
)
, (3)
where we used the fact that Aa and Ba are Hermitian and their squares sum to identity. If we spe-
cialize to the case of projective measurementswith binary outcomes, we get the following relations
(here A = A1 −A−1 and B = B1 −B−1 are the observables associated to the measurements):
dρ(
√
M,
√
N)2 = 2− Trρ
(
A1B1 +A−1B−1 +B1A1 +B−1A−1
)
= 2− 1
4
Trρ
(
(I+A)(I+B) + (I−A)(I−B) + (I+B)(I+A) + (I−B)(I−A))|ψ〉
= 2− 1
4
Trρ
(
4 I+2AB + 2BA
)
= 1− 1
2
Trρ
(
AB +BA
)
=
1
2
Trρ
(
(A−B)2) (4)
= dρ(A,B)
2.
This distance measure has the following useful property:
Lemma 6. Let ρ be positive semidefinite, C be a linear operator such that ‖CC†‖ ≤ K and S, T linear
operators. Then ∣∣∣Trρ(CS)− Trρ(CT )
∣∣∣ ≤ √2K dρ(S, T ).
Likewise, if {Ca} a family of operators such that ‖
∑
a CaC
†
a‖ ≤ K and {Ma} and {Na} POVMs.
Then ∣∣∣∑
a
Trρ
(
Ca
√
Ma
)−∑
a
Trρ
(
Ca
√
Na
)∣∣∣ ≤ √K dρ(√M,√N).
Proof. The proof of both results is identical, and uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; we show
only the proof of the second. Let Aa =
√
Ma and Ba =
√
Na. Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality,
∣∣∣∑
a
Trρ
(
Ca(A
a −Ba))∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣Trρ
(∑
a
CaC
†
a
)∣∣∣1/2∣∣∣Trρ
(∑
a
(Aa −Ba)2
)∣∣∣1/2
≤
√
K dρ(
√
M,
√
N),
as claimed.
A second measure of proximity that is often convenient is the consistency. As before, let {Ma}
and {Na} be POVMs with the same number of outcomes. Then their consistency is defined as
Cρ(M,N) = Re
(∑
a
Trρ
(
MaNa
))
,
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so that by (3) we have
dρ(
√
M,
√
N)2 = 2− 2Cρ(
√
M,
√
N). (5)
For collections of binary observables {A(a)} and {B(a)} we use
Cρ(A,B) =
∑
a
Re
( ∑
c∈{0,1}
1
4
Trρ
(
(I+(−1)cA(a))(I+(−1)cB(a))))
=
1
2
Re
(
1 +
∑
a
Trρ
(
A(a)B(a)
))
.
A useful property of the consistency is that ifM andN are POVMs acting on two separate subsys-
tems of ρ, applying Naimark dilation to each of them results in projective measurementsM ′ and
N ′ and a state ρ′ such that Cρ(M,N) = Cρ′(M ′, N ′).
Given two observables A and B, the product AB is an observable if and only if A and B
commute. The following lemma shows how to define a “product” observable C when A and B
commute only approximately in state-dependent distance, such that the action of C on the state is
close to AB (and BA).
Lemma 7. Let ρ be a density matrix and A,B observables such that dρ(AB,BA) ≤ δ for some δ ≥ 0. Let
C be the observable defined by
C =
AB +BA
|AB +BA| ,
where we use the convention thatM/|M | is defined as the identity on the kernel ofM . Then
max
{
dρ(C,AB), dρ(C,BA)
}
≤
√
2
2
δ.
Proof. It is clear from the definition that C is Hermitian and an observable (i.e. all its eigenvalues
are ±1). Evaluate
dρ(AB,C)
2 = 2−Trρ
( AB +BA
|AB +BA|AB +BA
AB +BA
|AB +BA|
)
.
Notice that AB and BA both commute with (AB +BA) and hence with (AB +BA)/|AB +BA|.
Thus the above expression simplifies to
dρ(AB,C)
2 = 2− Trρ
( (AB +BA)2
|AB +BA|
)
≤ 2− Trρ |AB +BA|
≤ 2− 1
2
Trρ
(
(AB +BA)2
)
= 2− 1
2
Trρ
(
2 I+ABAB +BABA
)
.
From the assumption, dρ(AB,BA)
2 = Trρ(2 I−ABAB −BABA) ≤ δ2. Substituting in the above,
we get dρ(AB,C)
2 ≤ δ2/2, as desired
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Our calculations will often require estimates of the form Ex dρ(Ax, Bx)
2 = O(ǫ) where the
expectation is taken according to some distribution on x (always over a finite set) that will be clear
from context. We introduce the following notation to represent the same estimate:
Ax|ψ〉 ≈xǫ Bx|ψ〉.
Here |ψ〉 can be understood as any purification of ρ, with the usual convention that operators are
extended to act as identity on spaces on which they are not defined. If the symbol x is omitted
then the distribution should be clear from context. If it needs to be specified we may write e.g.
Ax|ψ〉 ≈x|x1=0ǫ Bx|ψ〉, meaning that the distribution on x is the one clear from context (typically,
uniform on {0, 1}n), conditioned on the first bit of x being a 0. Although the notation can be am-
biguous when taken out of context we hope that it will help make some of the more cumbersome
derivations more transparent.
2.5 Nonlocal games
In the paper we formulate a number of tests meant to be executed between a verifier and r players
(sometimes also called provers), for r ≥ 1 an integer. These tests all take the form of a classical
one-round interaction: the verifier samples an r-tuple of questions and sends one question to each
player; the players each provide an answer to the verifier, who decides to accept or reject. If the
verifier accepts the players are said to win the game.
We call a tuple (N, |ψ〉), where |ψ〉 ∈ H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hr is an entangled state on the joint space of
all r players, and N a collection of POVM for each player and possible question to the player, a
strategy for the players in G. Note that we may always assume |ψ〉 is a pure state and all POVM
are projective.
Given a game G we denote by ω∗(G) the highest probability of winning that can be achieved
by r players sharing quantum entanglement. For a more thorough introduction to nonlocal games
in a similar framework as used here we refer to e.g. [Ji16a].
One of our tests uses nonlocal games as a means to enforce anticommutation relations between
a player’s observables. Towards this we introduce the following definition.
Definition 8 (Anticommutation game). Let ω∗ac ∈ (0, 1] and δ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] a continuous function
such that δ(0) = 0. A two-player game G is called a (ω∗ac, δ) anticommutation game if ω∗(G) ≥ ω∗ac and
moreover there exists questions qX , qZ (called special questions) to the second player and {±1}-valued
functions fX , fZ defined on the player’s set of possible answers to questions qX , qZ respectively such that
the following two properties hold:
1. Completeness: There exists a strategy using the state |EPR〉⊗mAB for somem ≥ 1 and projective mea-
surements that achieves the optimal success probability ω∗ac, and is uch that measurement operators
{Aaq} ∈ Pos(HA) for the second player satisfy
∑
a fX(a)A
a
aX
= σX⊗I and
∑
a fZ(a)A
a
qZ
= σZ⊗I,
where σX and σZ act on the first EPR pair and the identity on the remaining EPR pairs. Moreover,
for every quesion q received by the second player and answer a, the projector Aaq can be written as
Aaq =
∑
j Πj where each Πj is the projector onto an eigenspace of a tensor product of σX , σZ and I.
3
We call such a strategy an honest strategy for G.
3This seemingly ad-hoc condition is needed for the use of the anticommutation game in the Hamiltonian self-test
described in Section 5, but not in the Pauli braiding test from Section 4.
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2. Soundness: Let a projective strategy for the players inG be given such that the strategy uses entangled
state |ψ〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB and measurement operators {Aaq} ∈ Pos(HA) for the second player. Then for
any ǫ > 0, provided the strategy has success probability at least ω∗ac − ǫ in G, there exists isometries
U : HA → C2 ⊗HA′ and V : HB → C2 ⊗HB′ and a state |ψ′〉 ∈ HA′ ⊗HB′ such that if
X =
∑
a
fX(a)A
a
qX
and Z =
∑
a
fZ(a)A
a
qZ
(6)
then∥∥U⊗V |ψ〉− |EPR〉⊗ |ψ′〉∥∥ ≤ δ and max{ dρ(X,U †(σX⊗ IA′)U), dρ(Z, V †(σZ ⊗ IB′)V )
}
≤ δ.
The CHSH game [CHSH69] and the Mermin-Peres Magic Square game [Mer90, Per90] are
both known to be anti-commutation games. For the former, see e.g. [MYS12] and for the lat-
ter, [WBMS16, CN16]. The advantage of the CHSH game is that there is an optimal strategywhich
only requires a single EPR pair of entanglement. The Magic Square has the advantage of having
value 1, but an optimal strategy requires two EPR pairs.
Lemma 9. The CHSH game is a (cos2 π/8, O(
√
ǫ)) anticommutation game. The Magic Square game is a
(1, O(
√
ǫ)) anticommutation game.
3 The linearity test
We state and analyze a variant of the classic 3-query linearity test of Blum, Luby, and Rubin-
feld [BLR93] (BLR) that can be played with two entangled players. The two-player test is based
on the idea of oracularization with a dummy question introduced in [IKM09]. Our analysis builds
on [IV12], who analyze a 3-player variant. Their proof is an extension of the Fourier-analytic
proof due to Ha˚stad to the matrix-valued setting. We analyze the two-player variant using similar
techniques.
We note that the use of two players, rather than three as in the original test, is essential for our
applications to self-testing. Ultimately we will require the provers to succeed in a linearity test
performed in either of two mutually incompatible bases (e.g. the X and Z bases). Two provers
can achieve this by sharing a maximally entangled state, but there is no tripartite state that would
allow three entangled provers to obtain consistent answers whenever they measure their share
of the state in either the X or the Z basis. (Formulated differently, σX ⊗ σX and σZ ⊗ σZ share
a common +1 eigenvector, the EPR pair; σX ⊗ σX ⊗ σX and σZ ⊗ σZ ⊗ σZ do not. This is a
manifestation of entanglement monogamy.)
We show the result in two steps. First we show that any set of quantum observables satisfying
linearity relations approximately in expectation can be “rounded” to a nearby set of observables
satisfying these relations exactly.
Theorem 10. Suppose there exist observables {A(a)}a∈{0,1}n in Obs(H) acting on a state ρ ∈ D(H) such
that
Ea,bTrρ
(
A(a)A(b)A(a + b)
) ≥ 1− δ. (7)
Then there exists an extended state ρ′ = ρ⊗|anc〉〈anc| ∈ D(H⊗H′) and observables {A(a)} in Obs(H⊗
H′) such that
A(a)A(b) = A(a+ b) ∀a, b ∈ {0, 1}n and Ea dρ′(A(a), A(a))2 ≤ δ. (8)
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Here, and throughout this paper, the notation a+ b denotes the bitwise XOR of a and b, i.e. the
sum of a and b viewed as elements of the additive group Zn2 . We call observables {A(a)} satisfying
the first set of relations in (8) exactly linear.
Proof. For every u ∈ {0, 1}n consider the Fourier transform Aˆu = Ea(−1)a·uA(a). Define mea-
surement operators Bu = (Aˆu)2. By Parseval’s identity, these operators form a POVM. Using
Naimark’s theorem there exists an ancilla space H′, |anc〉〈anc| ∈ D(H′), and a projective measure-
ment {Cu} onH⊗H′ that simulates {Bu}. Introduce observables
A(a) =
∑
u
(−1)u·aCu.
From the orthogonality of the projectors Cu it follows that A(a)A(b) = A(a+ b). Write
EaCρ′(A(a),A(a)) = 1
2
+
1
2
EaReTrρ′
(
A(a)A(a))
=
1
2
+
1
2
EaRe
(∑
u
Trρ
(
(−1)u·aA(a)(Aˆu)2))
=
1
2
+
1
2
∑
u
Trρ
(
(Aˆu)3
)
.
To conclude, note that
∑
uTrρ((Aˆ
u)3) = Eab Trρ(A(a)A(b)A(a+ b)), and use the assumption made
in the theorem and the relation between Cρ′ and d
2
ρ′ .
Next we exhibit a two-player game such that any strategy which succeeds with probability at
least 1− ǫ in the game must satisfy the assumption (7) of Theorem 10 for some δ = O(√ǫ).
The verifier performs the following one-round interaction with two players. He starts by choosing
one of the players at random and labels her Alice; the other player is labeled Bob. In each test
each player is sent a pair of n-bit strings. The n-bit strings are always assumed to be sent in
lexicographic order.
1. Choose two strings a, b ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random. Send (a, b) to Alice.
2. Let c be with equal probability either a, b, or a + b, and let c′ ∈ {0, 1}n be chosen uniformly
at random. Send (c, c′) to Bob.
3. The players reply with α, β ∈ {±1} and γ, γ′ ∈ {±1} respectively. Depending on the value
of c the verifier performs one of the following two tests:
(a) Consistency test: if c = a (resp. b), accept if and only if both players return the same
value as their answer to that question: γ = α (resp. γ = β).
(b) Linearity test: if c = a+ b, accept if and only if γ = αβ.
Figure 1: The two-player linearity test
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Theorem 11. Suppose two players Alice and Bob succeed in the linearity test of Figure 1 with probability
at least 1−ǫ, using a shared state |ψ〉AB ∈ HA⊗HB and projective measurements {Mα,βa,b }α,β ∈ Pos(HA)
and {Nα,βa,b }α,β ∈ Pos(HB) respectively. Consider the POVM {M˜αa }α whose elements are given by M˜αa :=
Eb
∑
βM
α,β
a,b , and let {Aαa}α ∈ Pos(HA ⊗ HA′) be the projective measurement obtained by Naimark
dilation of M˜ .
Then the observables A(a) := A0a −A1a satisfy
Ea,b Trρ′(A(a)A(b)A(a + b)) = 1−O(
√
ǫ),
where ρ′ = |ψ〉〈ψ| ⊗ |anc〉〈anc|H
A′
.
Proof of Theorem 11. Introduce the following conditional measurement operator on HB,
Nαa|ab =
∑
β
Nαβab .
Note that for every a, b and α, Nαa|ab is a projector since we assumed eachM
αβ
ab is as well. Suppose
that the players’ acceptance probability conditioned on the verifier performing the consistency
part of the test (i.e. c = a or c = b) is 1 − ǫc, while conditioned on the verifier performing the
linearity part of the test (i.e. c = a + b) it is 1 − ǫl, so that ǫ = 2ǫc/3 + ǫl/3. Let ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|AB . By
definition of the consistency test,
1− ǫc = Eab Cρ
(
M˜a, Na|ab
)
. (9)
Using Naimark’s dilation theorem there is an ancilla space HA′ and |anc〉〈anc| ∈ D(H′A) such that
the POVM {M˜αa } acting on HA can be simulated by a projective measurement {Aαa} acting on
ρ′ = ρ⊗ |anc〉〈anc|H
A′
. Let d(a|ab) = dρ′
(
Aa, Na|ab
)
, so that by Jensen’s inequality, (5) and (9),
Eab d(a|ab) ≤
√
Eab d(a|ab)2
= O
(√
Eab Cρ(M˜a, Na|ab)
)
= O(
√
ǫc). (10)
Now compute
Eab Trρ′
(
A(a)A(b)A(a + b)
)
= Eab
∑
αβ
Trρ′
(
AαaA
β
bA
αβ
a+b −AαaAβbA−αβa+b
)
= 2Eab
∑
αβ
Trρ′
(
AαaA
β
bA
αβ
a+b
)− 1
≥ 2Eab
(∑
αβ
Trρ′
(
Aαβa+bN
α
a|abN
β
b|ab
)−O(d(a|ab) + d(b|ab)))− 1
= 1−O(ǫl +√ǫc),
where the inequality uses Lemma 6 and the last line is by (10) and, by definition of the linearity
test,
1− ǫl = Eab
∑
α,β
Trρ
(
M˜
(αβ)
a+b N
αβ
ab
)
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= Eab
∑
α,β
Trρ
(
M˜
(αβ)
a+b N
α
a|abN
β
b|ab
)
,
since the POVM elementsNαβa|b are projectors.
4 The Pauli braiding test
In this section we combine the linearity test with an anticommutation test based on any anticom-
mutation game Gac satisfying Definition 8 to devise a two-player test for which the honest strat-
egy consists of applying tensor products of single-qubit observables in the set {σX(a)σZ(b), a, b ∈
{0, 1}}. We show that for any strategy with near-optimal success probability there exists a (local)
isometry under which the players’ observables are close (in the state-dependent distance) on av-
erage to operators satisfying the Pauli commutation and anti-commutation (“braiding”) relations
perfectly.
4.1 The protocol
Let Gac be a two-player anticommutation game, with special questions qX , qZ . The verifier per-
forms the following one-round interaction with two players. He starts by choosing one of the
players at random and labels them Alice; the other player is labeled Bob. In each test a player
will be sent a label and a pair of n-bit strings. The n-bit strings are always assumed to be sent in
lexicographic order.
1. Linearity test: The verifier chooses a basis settingW ∈ {X,Z} and sends it to both players.
He executes the two-player linearity test with the players.
2. Anticommutation test: The verifier chooses two strings a, b ∈ {0, 1}n such that a · b = 1
mod 2 uniformly at random, and sends (a, b) to both players. He executes the game Gac
with the players and accepts if and only if they succeed.
3. Consistency test: The verifier chooses two strings a, b ∈ {0, 1}n such that a · b = 1 mod 2
uniformly at random, and a basis setting W ∈ {X,Z}. He sends (W,a, b) to Alice. With
probability 1/2 each,
• He samples a question q from the second player’s distribution inGac and sends (q, a, b)
to Bob. If q = qX (resp. q = qZ ) he accepts if and only if Alice’s answer associated to a
(resp. b) equals fW (α), where α is Bob’s answer and fW the function from Definition 8.
Otherwise, he accepts automatically.
• He selects a uniformly random c ∈ {0, 1}n and sends (N, a, c) to Bob. He accepts if and
only if the product of Alice and Bob’s answers associated to the query string a is +1.
Figure 2: The two-player Pauli braiding test
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The protocol for the Pauli braiding test is described in Figure 2. In the protocol there are sev-
eral possible types of queries that each player may receive. For convenience we give them the
following names:
1. A W -query, represented by (W,a, b), where W ∈ {X,Z} and a, b are uniformly random
strings in {0, 1}n. The expected answer is two bits α, β ∈ {−1, 1}.
2. AG-query, represented by (q, a, b)where q is a question inGac and a, b are uniformly random
strings in {0, 1}n. The expected answer is a single value α taken from the answer alphabet
in G.
To each query is associated an intended behavior of the player, which is specified as part of the
honest strategy given in the following definition.
Definition 12. The honest strategy for the two players in the Pauli braiding test consists of the following.
Let U, V be unitaries to an optimal strategy in Gac as in Definition 8, and recall that by the completeness
property this strategy can be implemented by sharingm EPR pairs of entanglement.
The players share the state |ψ〉AB = |EPR〉⊗nAB ⊗ |EPR〉⊗(m−1)A′B′ . Upon receiving a query, a player
performs the following depending on the type of the query:
• W -query (W,a, b), for W ∈ {X,Z}: measure the compatible observables σW (a) and σW (b) on its
share of |EPR〉⊗nAB, and return the two outcomes.
• G-query (q, a, b). Suppose the query is sent to Alice, the case of Bob being treated symmetrically. Let
Wa,b : C
2n → C2n be a unitary such that Wa,bσX(a)W †a,b = IC2n−1 ⊗σX and Wa,bσZ(b)W
†
a,b =
I
C2
n−1 ⊗σZ . (Such a Wa,b exists and can be agreed upon by the players since in a G-query it is
always the case that a · b = 1 mod 2, and both players are sent the same pair (a, b).) Let {Aαq }α be
the projective measurement on C2 ⊗ HA′ associated with the first player in a honest strategy in G.
Then Alice performs the projective measurement
{
(W †a,b ⊗ IA′)(IC2n−1 ⊗Aαq )(Wa,b ⊗ IA′)
}
α
and returns the outcome.
Having defined the honest strategy for the players we introduce some notation associatedwith
arbitrary strategies in the protocol. We specify a strategy using the shorthand (N, |ψ〉AB). Here
|ψ〉AB denotes the bipartite state shared by the players, and N the collection of POVM that the
players apply in response to the different types of queries they can be asked. Using Naimark’s
theorem we may assume without loss of generality that |ψ〉AB is a pure state and each player’s
POVM is projective.
Given a query (X, a, b) (resp. (Z, a, b)), we denote by {Nαβab }α,β (resp. {Mαβab }α,β) the two-
outcome projective measurement that is applied by a given player. Since the protocol treats the
players symmetrically we may assume that these operators are the same for both Alice and Bob
(see e.g. [Vid13, Lemma 2.5]). By taking appropriate marginals over the answers we define asso-
ciated observables for the players, XA(a) and ZA(b) for the first player and XB(a) and ZB(b) for
the second, as
XA(a) =
1
2n
∑
b∈{0,1}n
∑
β∈{±1}
(
N1βab −N−1βab
)
, ZA(b) =
1
2n
∑
a∈{0,1}n
∑
α∈{±1}
(
Mα1ab −Mα−1a,b
)
. (11)
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Observables XB(a) and ZB(b) for the second player are defined similarly.
Finally we use X ′A(a, b) and Z ′A(a, b) to denote the observables defined via (6) from Alice’s
strategy upon questions (qX , a, b) and (qZ , a, b) respectively.
4.2 Statement of results
We state the analysis of the Pauli braiding test in two parts: first we show that success in the test
implies that observables (11) constructed from Alice and Bob’s measurement operators approx-
imately obey certain relations; then we show that these relations imply the existence of a local
isometry under which the operators are close to operators satisfying the relations exactly.
Theorem 13. Suppose a strategy (N, |ψ〉AB) succeeds in the Pauli braiding test (Figure 2) with probability
at least ω∗pauli−ǫ, when the gameGac is an (ω∗ac, δ) anticommutation game. Then the following approximate
relations hold, where operators WD are defined in (11) forW ∈ {X,Z} andD ∈ {A,B} and ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|.
1. (Approximate consistency) ForW ∈ {X,Z}, Ea dρ(WA(a),WB(a))2 = O(ǫ);
2. (Approximate linearity) ForW ∈ {X,Z}, Ea,b dρ(WA(a)WA(b),WA(a+ b))2 = O(
√
ǫ);
3. (Approximate anticommutation) Ea,b|a·b=1 dρ(XA(a)ZA(b),−ZA(b)XA(a))2 = O(δ(ǫ));
4. (Approximate commutation) Ea,b|a·b=0 dρ(XA(a)ZA(b), ZA(b)XA(a))2 = O(ǫ1/4 + δ(ǫ)1/2).
We note that the constant ω∗pauli is given by
ω∗pauli =
2
3
+
1
3
ω∗ac, (12)
where ω∗ac ∈ (0, 1] is the winning parameter associated with the (ω∗ac, δ) anticommutation game
Gac used in the protocol. Thus if ω
∗
ac = 1 then ω
∗
pauli = 1 as well.
Theorem 14. Suppose given a bipartite state |ψ〉AB ∈ HA ⊗ HB , and observables {XA(a)}a∈{0,1}n ,
{ZA(b)}b∈{0,1}n on HA and {XB(a)}a∈{0,1}n , {ZB(b)}b∈{0,1}n on HB such that conditions 1.,2. and 3.
in Theorem 13 are satisfied, for some ǫ > 0 and δ(ǫ) = O(
√
ǫ).4 Then there exists a state
|Ψ〉AB = |ψ〉AB ⊗ |EPR〉A′A′′ ⊗ |EPR〉B′B′′ ∈
(HA ⊗ (C2A′ ⊗ C2A′′)⊗n)⊗ (HB ⊗ (C2B′ ⊗ C2B′′)⊗n)
and observables {PA(a, b)} on AA′A′′ such that, if ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|,
(a) (Approximate consistency)Ea dρ(P
A(a, 0),XA(a)⊗IA′A′′)2 = O(ǫ1/8) andEb dρ(PA(0, b), ZA(b)⊗
IA′A′′)
2 = O(ǫ1/8).
(b) (Pauli braiding) For all a, b, a′, b′ ∈ {0, 1}n, PA(a, b)PA(a′, b′) = (−1)a′·bPA(a+ a′, b+ b′).
Likewise, there exist observables {PB(a, b)} on BB′B′′ satisfying analogous relations.
4The restriction on δ is not necessary, but it is satisfied for both the CHSH and Magic Square games, and simplifies
the presentation.
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We note that the Pauli braiding relations expressed in (b) imply the existence of an isomor-
phism such that the operators PA(a, b) (resp. PB(a, b)) are mapped to “true” Pauli operators
σAX(a)σ
A
Z (b) (resp. σ
B
X(a)σ
B
Z (b)).
The proofs of Theorem 13 and Theorem 14 are given in Sections 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively.
Before moving to the proofs we state an immediate, but powerful, application of the theorems to
the problem of establishing dimension witnesses. For this it is sufficient to note the following
well-known fact:
Fact 15. Let ρ be a density matrix on C⊗n ⊗ C⊗n and ǫ > 0 such that
1
2n
∑
P∈{X,Z}n
Tr((σP ⊗ σP )ρ) ≥ 1− ǫ,
where σP = σP1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σPn . Then
〈EPR|⊗n ρ |EPR〉⊗n ≥ 1− ǫ.
Proof. Observe that |EPR〉〈EPR| ≥ 12(σX ⊗ σX + σZ ⊗ σZ).
Combining this fact and Theorems 13 and 14 gives the following consequence: a robust self-
test for n EPR pairs.
Corollary 16. Suppose given a strategy (N, |ψ〉AB) for the players in the Pauli braiding test (Figure 2)
with success probability ω∗pauli − ǫ, for some ǫ > 0. Then there exists a local isometry Φ = (ΦA : HA →
HA′ ⊗HA′′ ,ΦB : HB →HB′ ⊗HB′′) such that
Tr
((〈EPR|⊗nA′B′ ⊗ IA′′B′′ ) (ΦA ⊗ ΦB(|ψ〉〈ψ|AB))(|EPR〉⊗nA′B′ ⊗ IA′′B′′ )
)
= 1−O(ǫ1/8).
By instantiating the anticommutation game Gac used in the test with the Magic Square game
we obtain a robust self-test for n EPR pairs in which the optimal strategy only requires the use of
(n+ 1) EPR pairs and is accepted with probability 1.5
4.3 Proof of Theorem 13
The proof of Theorem 13 proceeds by analyzing each of the three subtests performed in the Pauli
braiding test separately, and then putting them together to establish the three conditions claimed
in the theorem. We give the proof of the theorem now, assuming the results on each subtest
established in Lemma 17, Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 below.
Proof of Theorem 13. Given a strategy (N, |ψ〉AB) for the players, define observables XA(a), ZA(b)
and XB(a), ZB(b) as in (11). Property 1. of approximate consistency is established by the con-
sistency test (Lemma 17). Property 2. of approximate linearity follows from the Linearity Test
(Theorem 11). When a · b = 1 mod 2, the approximate anticommutation property is established
by the anticommutation test (Lemma 18). When a · b = 0 mod 2 the corresponding commutation
is proved in Lemma 19.
5In fact, for the case of the Magic Square game it is not hard to see that there always exists an optimal strategy in the
test usingmax(2, n) EPR pairs.
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4.3.1 Consistency Test
The following lemma states consequences of the consistency test we will use.
Lemma 17. Suppose the strategy (N, |ψ〉) succeeds in the consistency test with probability 1 − ǫ. Then
there exists ǫstab = O(ǫ) such that
Ea dρ(X
A(a),XB(a))2 ≤ ǫstab and Eb dρ(ZA(b), ZB(b))2 ≤ ǫstab,
and
Ea,b|a·b=1 dρ(XA(a),X ′
B
(a, b))2 ≤ ǫstab and Ea,b|a·b=1 dρ(ZA(b), Z ′B(a, b))2 ≤ ǫstab.
Moreover, the honest strategy succeeds in the test with probability 1.
Proof. It follows from the definition of Cρ that any strategy (N, |ψ〉) succeeding in the test with
probability 1− ǫ satisfies
1
2
(
Ea,b|a·b=1 Cρ(XA(a),X ′
B
(a, b)) +EaCρ(X
A(a),XB(a))
)
= 1−O(ǫ)
1
2
(
Ea,b|a·b=1 Cρ(ZA(b), Z ′
B
(a, b)) +EbCρ(Z
A(b), ZB(b))
)
= 1−O(ǫ).
The first part of the lemma follows directly by applying (5) to the above relations. The second part
follows from the definition of the honest strategy and the fact that
σX ⊗ σX |EPR〉 = σZ ⊗ σZ |EPR〉 = |EPR〉.
4.3.2 Anticommutation test
The (approximate) Pauli braiding relations state that
XA(a)ZA(b)|ψ〉 ≈ (−1)a·bZA(a)XA(b)|ψ〉.
There are two cases: if a · b = 0 mod 2 then the two operators should commute; otherwise, they
should anti-commute. The anticommutation test enforces the latter property. In Section 4.3.3 we
show how the former can be derived as a consequence.
Lemma 18. Suppose the game Gac used in the anticommutation test is an (ω
∗
ac, δ) anticommutation game.
Suppose the strategy (N, |ψ〉) succeeds in the anticommutation test with probability ω∗ac − ǫac and in the
consistency test with probability 1− ǫstab. Then
Ea,b:a·b=1 dρ(XA(a)ZA(b), (−1)a·bZA(b)XA(a))2 = O(δ(ǫac)) +O(
√
ǫstab).
Moreover, the honest strategy succeeds in this test with probability ω∗ac.
Proof. By definition of the soundness condition of an (ω∗ac, δ) anticommutation game, the observ-
ables X ′A(a, b) and Z ′A(a, b) satisfy
Ea,b:a·b=1 dρ(X ′
A
(a, b)Z ′A(a, b), (−1)a·bZ ′A(a, b)X ′A(a, b))2 = O(δ(ǫac)).
Using the triangle inequality, Lemma 17 (note that under the uniform distribution a · b = 1 with
probability at least 1/4) and Lemma 6,
Ea,b:a·b=1 dρ(XB(a)ZB(b), (−1)a·bZB(b)XB(a))2 = O(δ(ǫac)) +O(
√
ǫstab),
and analogue relations hold for observables on Alice, using again Lemma 17.
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4.3.3 Commutation
The protocol does not involve a test for commutation, as the required property can be derived as
a consequence of the existing tests.
Lemma 19. Suppose the strategy (N, |ψ〉) succeeds in the linearity and consistency tests with probability
at least 1− ǫstab and in the anticommutation test with probability at least ω∗ac − ǫac. Then
Ea,b:a·b=0 dρ(XA(a)ZA(b)− ZA(b)XA(a))2 = O(δ(ǫac)1/2) +O(ǫstab1/4).
Proof. We combine the anticommutation, linearity, and consistency tests through the following
sequence of approximate identities. Note the approximations are taken under the uniform distri-
bution on n-bit strings a, b such that a · b = 0 mod 2. Since this event occurs with probability at
least 1/2 for uniform a, b, the conditioning does not affect any of the approximations used bymore
than a multiplicative factor 2.
Start by applying approximate linearity (guaranteed by Theorem 11) of Z to express Z(b) as a
product Z(c)Z(c+ b), for uniformly random c such that c · a = 1 mod 2:
XA(a)ZA(b)|ψ〉 ≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1
ǫ
1/4
stab
XA(a)ZA(c)ZA(c+ b)|ψ〉
Next use approximate consistency (Lemma 17), to exchange ZB(c+ b) for ZA(c+ b):
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1√ǫstab Z
B(c+ b)XA(a)ZA(c)|ψ〉
Next, apply approximate anticommutation (Lemma 18) to anti-commute XA(a) and ZA(c):
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1
δ1/2+ǫ
1/4
stab
−ZB(c+ b)ZA(c)XA(a)|ψ〉
Applying Lemma 17 again, transfer ZB(c+ b) back to Alice:
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1√ǫstab −Z
A(c)XA(a)ZA(c+ b)|ψ〉
Applying Lemma 18 anti-commutes ZA(c+ b) and XA(a):
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1
δ1/2+ǫ
1/4
stab
ZA(c)ZA(c+ b)XA(a)|ψ〉
Use Lemma 17 to transferXA(a) to Bob:
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1√ǫstab X
B(a)ZA(c)ZA(c+ b)|ψ〉
Finally apply Theorem 11 to combine the Z operators, and then Lemma 17 tomove theX operator
back to Alice:
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1
ǫstab1/4
XB(a)ZA(b)|ψ〉
≈a,b,c|a·b=0,c·a=1√ǫstab Z
A(b)XB(a)|ψ〉.
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4.4 Proof of Theorem 14
We give the proof of Theorem 14.
Proof of Theorem 14. Adjoin two n-qubit registers A′ and A′′ to Alice’s system, and initialize them
in the state |EPR〉⊗nA′A′′ . Define new observables X ′(a) := XA(a) ⊗ σX(a)A′ ⊗ IA′′ and Z ′(b) :=
ZA(b)⊗ σZ(b)A′ ⊗ IA′′ . Further define observables
C(a, b) :=
X ′(a)Z ′(b) + Z ′(b)X ′(a)
|X ′(a)Z ′(b) + Z ′(b)X ′(a)| ,
where the notation | · | denotes the matrix absolute value and we use the convention 0/0 =
1. We use the assumptions made in the theorem (i.e. properties 1, 2 and 3 in Theorem 13) to
show that C(a, b) satisfies approximate linearity over Z2n2 , i.e. that C(a, b)C(a
′, b′)|Ψ〉 ≈a,b,a′,b′
C(a + a′, b + b′)|Ψ〉. First, by property 3 (approximate anticommutation), XA(a)ZA(b)|Ψ〉 ≈a,b
ǫ1/4
(−1)a·bZA(a)XA(a)|Ψ〉, and thus X ′(a)Z ′(b)|Ψ〉 ≈a,b
ǫ1/4
Z ′(b)X ′(a)|Ψ〉. Hence, by Lemma 7 it fol-
lows that C(a, b)|Ψ〉 ≈a,b
ǫ1/4
X ′(a)Z ′(b)|Ψ〉. Using this relation, we consider the product of two C
operators.
C(a, b)C(a′, b′)|Ψ〉 ≈a,b
ǫ1/8
C(a, b)XA(a′)ZA(b′)⊗ σX(a′)σZ(b′)|Ψ〉.
By property 1 (approximate consistency), we can switch the XA and ZA operators to Bob, and
switch the σX , σZ operators to the other half of the ancilla. Then, we relate C(a, b) toX
A(a)ZA(b).
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/4
ZB(b′)XB(a′)C(a, b)⊗ σZ(b′)A′′σX(a′)A′′ |Ψ〉
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/8
ZB(b′)XB(a′)XA(a)ZA(b)⊗ σZ(b′)A′′σX(a′)A′′σX(a)σZ(b)|Ψ〉.
Switching ZBXB back to Alice, and σZσX back to the other half of the ancilla,
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/4
XA(a)ZA(b)XA(a′)ZA(b′)⊗ σX(a)σZ(b)σX(a′)σZ(b′)|Ψ〉.
By the properties of the exact Pauli operators,
=a,b,a
′,b′ (−1)a′·bXA(a)ZA(b)XA(a′)ZA(b′)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
Applying property 3 (approximate anticommutation),
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/8
(−1)a′·(b+b′)XA(a)ZA(b)ZA(b′)XA(a′)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
Applying property 1 (approximate consistency) to XZ(a′), and then property 2 (approximate lin-
earity) to combine ZA(b) with ZA(b′), we get
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/4
(−1)a′·(b+b′)XB(a′)XA(a)ZA(b+ b′)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
Applying property 3 (approximate anticomutation) to ZA(b+ b′) and XA(a),
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/8
(−1)(a+a′)·(b+b′)XB(a′)ZA(b+ b′)XA(a)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
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Applying property 1 (approximate consistency) to move XB(a′) back to Alice, and then applying
property 2 (approximate linearity) to combine XA(a′)with XA(a),
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/4
(−1)(a+a′)·(b+b′)ZA(b+ b′)XA(a+ a′)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
Finally, applying property 3 (approximate anticommutation) to interchangeXA(a+a′) andZA(b+
b′),
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/8
XA(a+ a′)ZA(b+ b′)⊗ σX(a+ a′)σZ(b+ b′)|Ψ〉
≈a,b,a′,b′
ǫ1/8
C(a+ a′, b+ b′)|Ψ〉.
Applying Theorem 10 (over {0, 1}2n), we conclude that there exist observables D(a, b) acting on
an extension of Alice’s system by an ancilla state, satisfyingD(a, b)D(a′, b′) = D(a+ a′, b+ b′) and
Ea,b dρ(D(a, b), C(a, b))
2 = O(ǫ1/8). Set
PA(a, b) := D(a, b) ⊗ σX(a)A′′σZ(b)A′′ .
We claim that PA(a, b) satisfies the desired properties.
(b) Pauli braiding: This follows from linearity ofD(a, b):
PA(a, b)PA(a′, b′) = D(a, b)D(a′, b′)⊗ σX(a)A′′σZ(b)A′′σX(a′)A′′σZ(b′)A′′
= D(a+ a′, b+ b′)⊗ (−1)a′·bσX(a+ a′)A′′σZ(b+ b′)A′′
= (−1)a′·bPA(a+ a′, b+ b′).
(a) Approximate consistency: We establish this in two steps. First, note that D(a, b) is approxi-
mately consistent with C(a, b), so
PAa,b|Ψ〉 =a,b D(a, b)⊗ σX(a)A′′σZ(b)A′′ |Ψ〉
≈a,b
ǫ1/8
C(a, b)⊗ σX(a)A′′σZ(b)A′′ |Ψ〉
≈a,b
ǫ1/4
XA(a)ZA(b)⊗ σX(a)A′σZ(b)A′ ⊗ σX(a)A′′σZ(b)A′′ |Ψ〉
=a,b XA(a)ZA(b)⊗ IA′A′′ |Ψ〉,
where the last line follows since both σX ⊗ σX and σZ ⊗ σZ stabilize |EPR〉.
Finally, to establish consistency for the operators PA(a, 0)where one coordinate is fixed to 0,
we exploit the exact Pauli braiding relation:
PA(a, 0)|Ψ〉 =a,c,d (−1)d·cPA(a+ c, d)PA(c, d)|Ψ〉
By approximate consistency of PA,
≈a,c,d
ǫ1/8
(−1)d·cPA(a+ c, d)XA(c)ZA(d)|Ψ〉
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Applying property 1 (approximate consistency) twice, first to ZA(d) and then to XA(c), we
shift them to Bob’s space:
≈a,c,d√
ǫ
(−1)d·cZB(d)XB(c)PA(a+ c, d)|Ψ〉
Now we apply approximate consistency of PA again:
≈a,c,d
ǫ1/8
ZB(d)XB(c)XA(a+ c)ZA(d)|Ψ〉
Applying property 3 (approximate anticommutation) to XA(a + c) and ZA(d), and then
property 1 (approximate consistency) toXB(c), we get
≈a,c,d
ǫ1/8
(−1)a·dZB(d)ZA(d)XA(a+ c)XA(c)|Ψ〉
We use property 2 (approximate linearity) to combine XA(a+ c) and XA(c):
≈a,c,d
ǫ1/4
(−1)a·dZB(d)ZA(d)XA(a)|Ψ〉
Now, applying property 3 (approximate anticommutation), we get,
≈a,c,d
ǫ1/8
ZB(d)XA(a)ZA(d)|Ψ〉.
Finally, use property 1 (approximate consistency), and the fact that ZA(d) is an observable
to get
≈a,c,d√
ǫ
XA(a)ZA(d)ZA(d)|Ψ〉
=a,c,d XA(a)|Ψ〉.
5 The Hamiltonian Self-Test
In this section, we build on the Pauli braiding test to construct a test that distinguishes between
the cases when a Hamiltonian given as input has ground state energy below, or higher than, pre-
specified thresholds (i.e. in the former case the players will have a strategy with high success
probability in the protocol, whereas in the latter any strategy will have low success probability).
Due to the nature of our tests we restrict attention to n-qubit Hamiltonians specified by a lin-
ear combination of m terms, each of which is a tensor product of single-qubit I, σX or σZ Pauli
operators.
Recall the Pauli braiding test analyzed in the previous section. As we saw (Corollary 16) this
test can be used as a robust self-test for an n-qubit maximally entangled state. In order to test
non-maximally entangled states, we proceed as in [FV15, Ji16a] by requiring the (honest) players
to share a qubit-by-qubit encoding of the ground state of the Hamiltonian, where each qubit is
encoded using a simple r-qubit CSS code. As elucidated in [Ji16a], any code state, thought of as
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a bipartite entangled state across any one of its qubits and the others, is maximally entangled.
This allows us to lift the two-player tests which constitute the Pauli braiding test to r-player tests,
where each player holds one qubit (“share”) of the encoding of each qubit of the ground state, and
one of the players (to be called the special player) plays the role of Alice while the remaining (r− 1)
players (to be called the composite player) play the role of Bob.
The essential property of the consituent tests of the Pauli braiding test that permit this lifting
is that all of the measurements performed by Bob in the honest strategy can be implemented by
measuring the tensor product of Pauli operators σX , σZ , and I on a state of n EPR pairs. (For
the anticommutation test, this is ensured by the completeness condition in Definition 8, and for
the other tests, it can be seen to hold for both Alice and Bob’s measurements). These operators
can be implemented transversally in any CSS code, and moreover in a way such that marginal
distribution of queries received by the special player and each of the composite players is identical,
as we show below.
5.1 The protocol
We describe the protocol in detail. The input is an n-qubit local Hamiltonian H that can be ex-
pressed as
H =
1
m
m∑
ℓ=1
Hℓ, Hℓ = αℓ σX(aℓ)σZ(bℓ), (13)
for αℓ ∈ [−1, 1] and aℓ, bℓ ∈ {0, 1}n such that aℓ ∧ bℓ = 0n for all ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The verifier
interacts with r players, where r is the number of qubits of codewords in the CSS code chosen for
the protocol (such as Steane’s 7-qubit code, as described in Section 2.2, in which case r = 7).
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Given a local Hamiltonian H =
∑m
ℓ=1 αℓHℓ, where αℓ ∈ [−1, 1] and each Hℓ = σX(aℓ)σZ(bℓ). Let
p ∈ (0, 1) be a parameter of the protocol.
The verifier performs one of the following three tests at random, the first with probability (1 − p)
and the second and third with probability p/2 each.
1. (Pauli braiding test) Choose one of the r players uniformly at random to be the special
player. The other players form the composite player. Simulate the Pauli braiding test with
these two players, where the role of Alice is assigned to the special player and the role of
Bob to the composite player.
2. (Energy test) Choose ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} uniformly at random. Define an operator Qℓ acting
on rn qubits by replacing each σX in Hℓ with Xlogical on the r-qubit code state, and σZ by
Zlogical. Send each player a query (XZ, a, b) representing the associated share of Qℓ. The
players should each return two values in {−1, 1}.
The verifier takes the product of all values received. If its sign disagrees with that of αℓ, he
accepts. If they agree, he rejects with probability |αℓ| and accepts otherwise.
3. (Energy consistency test) Choose one of the r players uniformly at random to be the special
player. The other players form the composite player. Let W ∈ {X,Z}, each chosen with
probability 1/2. Also choose a, b according to the same distribution as in the energy test. The
verifier performs one of the following tests, each chosen with the indicated probability.
• With probability 1/2, send the special player (XZ, a, b), and the composite player
(W, c, c + a) if W = X and (W, c, c + b) if W = Z , where c ∈ {0, 1}n is chosen uni-
formly at random. Accept if the special player’s answer agrees with the product of the
composite player’s two answers.
• With probability 1/4, send the special player (W, c, d), and the composite player
(W, c, c + a), where c, d ∈ {0, 1}n are chosen uniformly at random. Accept if the special
player and composite player agree on the answer associated with c.
• With probability 1/4, send the special player (W, c + a, d), and the composite player
(W, c, c + a), where c, d ∈ {0, 1}n are chosen uniformly at random. Accept if the special
player and composite player agree on the answer associated with c+ a.
Figure 3: The Hamiltonian self-test
Although the protocol is to be performed with r “physical” players, part of the protocol con-
sists in applying the Pauli braiding test, which is formulated as a two-player test in the previous
section. To translate between the r players and the two players in the Pauli braiding test we in-
troduce two “logical” players. A query to the logical players (as specified in the Pauli braiding
test) is mapped to a query to the r physical players as follows. One of the physical players is
chosen at random to play the role of the first logical player (Alice), called the special player. The
remaining (r− 1) physical players together play the role of the second logical player (Bob), called
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the composite player.6 For a given query Q to the special player of a type among those specified
in the Pauli braiding test we define a complementary query Q for the composite player as per the
following lemma.
Lemma 20. For anyX-query or Z-query, there exists a complementary query Q such that
1. The query associated to each physical player forming the composite player in Q is of the same type as
Q. In particular the distribution on query strings is as specified by the query type.
2. If all players apply the honest strategy and provide answers α, β to Q and α, β to Q respectively,
where α and β are each obtained as the product of the answer to the corresponding query coming from
each of the physical players making up the composite player, it holds that αα = ββ = +1.
Proof. Both items follow from the properties of CSS codes described in Section 2.2. We give the
proof for anX-query (X, a, b). Let the index of the special player be i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and let SX be a
stabilizer of the code, such that SX consists only of I and σX Paulis and has a σX in position i. For
each physical player j 6= i associated with the composite player, if the operator in position j of SX
is σX , player j is sent the query (X, a, b). Otherwise, player j is sent a uniformly randomX-query
(X, c, d).
Composite answers α, β to the complementary query are determined by taking the product of
the answers from all players who did not receive random strings; using that SX is a stabilizer of
the code ensures that item 2 is satisfied.
In the composite query, for a given choice of SX each player receives a query that is either
identical to the original query, or is a uniformly random string; since the original query is chosen
at random this is also the case for each of the physical players associated with the composite
player. This proves item 1.
We can then define associated observables for the players, Xˆ(a) and Zˆ(b) for the special player
and X(a) and Z(b) for the composite player, exactly as in (11).
Definition 21. Let {Mˆαβa,b } (resp. {M
αβ
a,b}) be the POVM implemented by the special player (resp. com-
posite player) when asked a query (W,a, b) (resp (W,a, b); see Lemma 20), for W = X or Z . Define
observables
Wˆ (a) =
1
2n
∑
b∈{0,1}n
∑
β∈{±1}
(
Mˆ1βa,b − Mˆ−1βa,b
)
, W (a) =
1
2n
∑
b∈{0,1}n
∑
β∈{±1}
(
M
1β
a,b −M−1βa,b
)
.
Aside from the Pauli braiding test, the protocol considers two other tests called the energy
test and the energy consistency test. In the energy test, the verifier asks the players to measure a
randomly chosen term in the Hamiltonian. The consistency test is needed to relate the operators
applied in the energy test to those applied in the Pauli braiding test. The energy test uses an
additional query type, which differs from the types of queries used in the Pauli braiding test:
6The physical players remain isolated throughout the protocol and are never allowed to communicate; it is only for
purposes of analysis that we group (r−1) physical players into a single logical player. In particular the physical players
are never told which logical player they are associated with, and the distribution of queries to any physical player is
the same whether it plays the role of the special or composite player.
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3. An XZ-query is represented by (XZ, a, b) where a, b ∈ {0, 1}n are such that a ∧ b = 0n. Note
that here, in contrast to X− or Z−queries, the strings a and b are ordered. The distribution
on a and b depends on the Hamiltonian. The expected answer is two bits α, β ∈ {−1, 1}.
The honest strategy for the players in the Hamiltonian self-test (Figure 3) consists of applying
the honest strategy defined for the Pauli braiding test (Definition 12) whenever the query is of X,
Z , or G type, and the following strategy when it is ofXZ type:
Definition 22. In the honest strategy, a player answers an XZ-query (XZ, a, b) by measuring the com-
patible observables σX(a) and σZ(b) and returning both outcomes.
5.2 Statement of results
Ourmain result regarding theHamiltonian self-test is given in the following theorem,which states
the completeness and soundness guarantees of the protocol described in Figure 3.
Theorem 23. There exists a constant 0 < d < 1 such that the following holds. Let H be a (not necessarily
local) Hamiltonian with m terms over n qubits of the form (13), and λmin(H) the smallest eigenvalue of
H . Then for every η > 0 there is a choice p = Θ(η1−d) for the probability of performing the energy test
in Protocol 3 such that the maximum probability ω∗(H) with which any r-player strategy succeeds in the
protocol satisfies
1− p
8
(
λmin(H) +
2
m
m∑
ℓ=1
|αl|
)
≤ ω∗(H) ≤ 1− p
8
(
λmin(H) +
2
m
m∑
ℓ=1
|αl|
)
+ η.
Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 23 by an amplification step described in Section 5.5. The
proof of the theorem relies on the analysis of the energy test and the energy consistency test, given
in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 respectively, together with the analysis of the Pauli braiding test
given in Section 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 23. First we establish the lower bound. An honest quantum strategy (as described
in Definition 12 and Definition 22) acting on an encoded ground state |Γ〉 of H , together with an
encoding of the additional EPR pairs |EPR〉⊗(m−1)A′B′ required to implement an optimal strategy in
the anticommutation game Gac (recall we take Gac = MS in this section, so ω
∗
ac = 1, δ(ǫ) = O(
√
ǫ),
andm = 2) succeeds in the protocol with probability ωhonest(H) = (1− p) + pω∗energy(H), where
ω∗energy(H) =
1
2
+
1
2
(
1− 1
4
λmin(H)− 1
2m
m∑
ℓ=1
|αℓ|
)
denotes the probability of the honest strategy to pass in the energy and consistency tests, each
executed with probability 1/2; the analysis of the energy test is from Lemma 24.
Next we establish the upper bound. Suppose a strategy for the players succeeds with overall
probability ωcheat, passes the Pauli braiding test with probability 1− ǫ, and passes the energy and
consistency tests with probability ωenergy; thus ωcheat = (1 − p)(1 − ǫ) + pωenergy. Applying the
combination of Theorem 13 and Theorem 14 there exists an (rn)-qubit state |ϕ1〉 on which the
action of the Pauli operators σX , σZ is O(ǫ
1/8)-consistent with the action of the players’ operators
X,Z in the cheating strategy. Further, Lemma 25 shows that the measurements performed in the
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energy test are O(ǫd)-consistent, for some 0 < d < 1, with the corresponding product of players’
X and Z operators from the Pauli test. Combining these two statements we deduce that an honest
strategy using the shared state |ϕ1〉will succeed in the Pauli braiding test with probability 1 (since
it is honest and ω∗ac = 1), and in the energy test with probability at least ωenergy −O(ǫd). Since this
strategy implements valid logical X and Z operators in the energy test, by lemma 24 it passes the
test with probability at most ω∗energy(H). Thus ωenergy ≤ ω∗energy(H) +O(ǫd), and
ωcheat = (1− p)(1− ǫ) + pωenergy
≤ (1− p)(1− ǫ) + pω∗energy(H) +O(p ǫd)
≤ ωhonest(H)− (1− p)ǫ+O(p ǫd).
Choosing p to be a sufficiently small constant times η1−d, for all 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1 this expression is less
than or equal to ωhonest(H) + η.
5.3 Analysis of the energy test
The goal of the energy test is to estimate the energy of a randomly chosen term in the Hamiltonian.
Lemma 24. Given a Hamiltonian H as in (13), the acceptance probability of the energy test, when the
correct Pauli operators are applied by each player on its respective register of the (rn)-qubit encoding of an
n-qubit state |ψ〉, is
ω∗energy(H, |ψ〉) = 1−
( 1
2m
m∑
ℓ=1
|αℓ|+ αℓ〈ψ|Hℓ|ψ〉
2
)
= 1−
(1
4
〈ψ|H|ψ〉 + 1
2m
∑
ℓ
|αℓ|
)
,
where Hℓ = σX(aℓ)σZ(bℓ) is the ℓ-th term in the Hamiltonian.
Proof. The proof is a simple calculation in all points similar to that performed in [Ji16a, Section 4];
see in particular the discussion that precedes Theorem 23 in that paper. We omit the details.
5.4 Analysis of the consistency test
The goal of the energy consistency test is to guarantee that operators used by the special player on
XZ-type queries are consistent with those used on other types of queries.
Lemma 25. Suppose the strategy (N, |ψ〉) for the players succeeds in the energy consistency test and the
Pauli braiding test with probability 1− ǫ each. Then
1
m
m∑
ℓ=1
∥∥(Hˆℓ − Xˆ(a)Zˆ(b))|ψ〉∥∥2 = O(ǫ1/32),
where a and b are strings such that Hℓ = σX(a)σZ(b), and Hˆℓ is the observable applied by the special
player upon receiving the query (XZ, a, b) in the energy test.
Moreover, the honest strategy succeeds in the test with probability 1.
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Proof. We show thatXZ-queries,X-queries, and Z-queries on the special player are all consistent
with (X, c, c + a) and (Z, c, c + b) queries to the composite player. The analysis uses similar tech-
niques to the analysis of the linearity test. First, let us analyze the case when the verifier chooses
W = X. Let the POVM applied by the composite player be {Mαα′c,c+a} and define marginalized
operators
M
α
c|c,c+a =
∑
α′
M
αα′
c,c+a.
Likewise, let the POVM applied by the special player be Pˆαα
′
ℓ and define marginalized operators
for the special player:
Hˆαa|ℓ =
∑
α′
Pˆαα
′
ℓ , Hˆ
α′
b|ℓ =
∑
α
Pˆαα
′
ℓ .
The observable Hˆℓ corresponding to the product of the special player’s measurement outcomes is
defined as
Hˆℓ =
∑
αα′
(−1)α·α′ Pˆαα′ℓ .
Recall that the Pauli braiding test (Theorem 14) guarantees the existence of operators PA(a, b)
exactly satisfying the Pauli relations; let
X (a) := PA(s, 0) and Z(b) := PA(0, b).
Item (a) of Theorem 14 guarantees that X (a) (resp. Z(b)) is within O(ǫ1/8) of Xˆ(a) (resp. Zˆ(b)), in
the state-dependentdistance dρ. Associatedwith the observableX (a) are the projectorsXα(a), α ∈
{±1}, and likewise Zβ(b) for Z(b).
The following relations follow from the assumption that the players succeed with probability
1 − ǫ in the energy consistency test. We use the notation Eℓ,a∼Hℓ to indicate that the index ℓ
is chosen uniformly at random, and then the string a is chosen from the distribution of queries
induced by the Hamiltonian termHℓ; in contrast toEa which indicates a uniformly random string.
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ(M
α
c|c,c+a, Xˆ
α(c)) = 1−O(ǫ), (14)
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ(M
α
c+a|c,c+a, Xˆ
α(c+ a)) = 1−O(ǫ), (15)
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,
∑
β·β′=α
Mββ
′
c,c+a
)
= 1−O(ǫ). (16)
We use these relations to show that the special player’s marginalized measurement Hˆαa|ℓ is close
to Xα(a). We show this in two steps. First, we relate the special player’s measurement Hˆαa|ℓ to the
composite player’s measurement:
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ Cρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,Xα(a)
) ≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ Ec
[
Cρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
M
ββ′
c,c+α,Xα(a)
)
− dρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,
∑
β·β′=α
M
ββ′
c,c+a
)]
≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
M
ββ′
c,c+a,Xα(a)
)
−O(√ǫ),
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where the first inequality follows from Lemma 6 and the second from (5) and (16). Next we relate
M to a product of two measurements Xˆ :
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ Cρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,Xα(a)
) ≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
M
β
c|c,c+aM
β′
c+a|c,c+a,Xα(a)
)
−O(√ǫ)
≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
Xˆβ(c)Xˆβ
′
(c+ a)Xα(a)
)
−O(√ǫ),
as follows from (15), (14) and Lemmas 6 and (5). Finally, we use the Pauli braiding test to relate Xˆ
to the exactly linear observable X . Starting from the above and using Lemma 17 to switch Xˆ(c) to
X¯(c),
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ Cρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,Xα(a)
)
≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
X¯β(c)Xˆβ
′
(c+ a),Xα(a)
)
−O(√ǫ).
Next, we use Theorem 14 and Lemma 6 to sequentially exchange the remaining Xˆ, then X , to X ,
to obtain
Eℓ,a∼Hℓ Cρ
(
Hˆαa|ℓ,Xα(a)
)
≥ Eℓ,a∼Hℓ EcCρ
( ∑
β·β′=α
X β(c)X β′(c+ a),Xα(a)
)
−O(ǫ1/16). (17)
Finally, the product of the three X operators can be eliminated using the exact linearity relations.
Performing an analogous analysis for the Z operators,
Eℓ,b∼Hℓ Cρ(Hˆ
β
b|ℓ,Z(b)β) ≥ 1−O(ǫ1/16). (18)
To put these results together it remains to apply the stabilizer property to these operators. While
we cannot do this directly since a and b are not distributed uniformly, we can use the exact linearity
to write Z(b) = EcZ(b+ c)Z(c), and apply Lemma 17 to each term in the product:
Hˆℓ|ψ〉 =ℓ Hˆa|ℓHˆb|ℓ|ψ〉
≈ℓ
ǫ1/32
Hˆa|ℓZ(b)|ψ〉 by (18), Lemma 6, and (5)
=ℓ Ec Hˆa|ℓZ(b+ c)Z(c)|ψ〉 by exact linearity
≈ℓ
ǫ1/16
Ec Z¯(c)Z¯(b+ c)Hˆa|ℓ|ψ〉 by Theorem 14 and Lemma 17
≈ℓ
ǫ1/32
Ec Z¯(c)Z¯(b+ c)X (a)|ψ〉 by (17) and Lemma 6
≈ℓ
ǫ1/16
Ec X (a)Z(b + c)Z(c)|ψ〉 by Theorem 14 and Lemma 17
=ℓ X (a)Z(b)|ψ〉 by exact linearity.
5.5 Amplification
In this section we show how Theorem 23 can be used to obtain Corollary 2. The main idea consists
in leveraging the fact that our protocol does not require locality of the Hamiltonian to first “brute-
force” amplify the gap of the underlying instance of the local Hamiltonian problem to a constant,
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and then run the protocol on the amplified non-local instance. This is achieved by first shifting the
Hamiltonian by the appropriate multiple of identity so that the energy in the yes-instance is less
than or equal to 0. The gap is amplified by taking sufficiently many tensor product copies of the
Hamiltonian, resulting in a nonlocal instance.
Lemma 26 (Gap amplification). Let H be an n-qubit Hamiltonian with minimum energy λmin(H) ≥ 0
and such that ‖H‖ ≤ 1. Let p(n), q(n) be polynomials such that p(n) > q(n) for all n. Let
H ′ = I⊗a−(I−(H − a−1 I))⊗a, where a =
(1
q
− 1
p
)−1
.
Then H ′ is a (non-local) Hamiltonian over an = O(np(n)) qubits with ‖H ′‖ = O(1), such that if
λmin(H) ≤ 1/p, then λmin(H ′) ≤ 1/2, whereas if λmin(H) ≥ 1/q, then λmin(H ′) ≥ 1.
Proof. The proof follows by observing that λmin(H
′) = 1− (1− (λmin(H)− a−1))a, and (1± δ)k =
1± kδ +O(δ2)when kδ = O(1).
Proof of Corollary 2. By applying the result of Theorem 23 to the Hamiltonian H ′ obtained from H
as in Lemma 26, we obtain the statement of Corollary 2, except with pc = p and ps = q for some
constants 0 < q < p < 1. To match the constants in the statement of Corollary 2, we make the
verifier automatically accept with probability 1 − p′, and perform the test with probability p′, for
some 0 ≤ p′ ≤ 1. Then we get pc = 1−p′+p′p and ps = 1−p′+p′q. If p′ is chosen as p′ = 12(1+p−2q) ,
we get pc = 1/2 + 2η0 and ps = 1/2 + η0 as desired, with η0 =
(p−q)
2(1+p−2q) .
6 Delegated Computation
It was noticed in [FH15] that an interactive proof system for the local Hamiltonian problem can
also be used for delegated quantum computation with so-called post-hoc verification. The key
idea is to use the Feynman-Kitaev construction to produce a Hamiltonian encoding the desired
computation; measuring the ground energy of this Hamiltonian reveals whether the computa-
tion accepts or rejects. Following the same connection, we are able to give a post-hoc verifiable
delegated computation scheme with a purely classical verifier and a constant number of players.
The players only need the power of BQP. The scheme has a constant completeness-soundness gap
independent of the size of the circuit to be computed, unlike the scheme of [FH15] and the classi-
cal scheme of [RUV13], which both have inverse-polynomial gaps. However, unlike the scheme
of [RUV13] (and similarly to the one in [FH15]), our protocol is not blind: the verifier must reveal
the entire circuit to be computed to all the players before the verification process starts.
Theorem 27. There exists an interactive proof system for BQP with seven quantum entangled players and
one classical verifier, with one round of communication, in which the player sendsO(poly(n))-bit questions
and receives O(1)-bit answers. The honest players only need the power of BQP.
Proof sketch. For any poly-size quantum circuit C , we construct the history Hamiltonian HC and
announce to the seven players. In the honest case, the players produce the state
|ψ〉 = ENC
( 1√
T
T∑
t=1
|t〉clock ⊗ |ψt〉
)
,
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where ENC is the encoding map of the 7-qubit code, t labels the clock states of the computation
from 1 to T , and |ψt〉 is the state of the circuit C at step t. This state can be prepared with a BQP
machine. The players are then separated; in the honest case, each player receives a share of the
encoded state |ψ〉. The verifier plays the game of Theorem 23 with the players and accepts if and
only if they succeed.
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